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NEW PASTA SAUCE WILL HAVE YOU GOING NUTS
- La Famiglia Rana launches new Gorgonzola and Walnut sauce -

Cheese lovers, rejoice. The fresh filled pasta experts La Famiglia Rana have added a new recipe to its
sauce range.
Available now, the new, intensely creamy Gorgonzola and Walnut recipe joins the existing range of
delicious sauces, Genovese Basil Pesto and Parmigiano Reggiano, all providing the perfect pasta
partner.
Italy’s most loved pasta brand have been producing and selling the finest fresh filled pasta for over 55
years and continue to shake up the pasta party with the newest recipe in its range of fresh, flavoured,
pasta sauces.
Sure to get UK taste buds tingling, the sauces are all made the Rana family way from carefully selected
high quality ingredients– to create delicious dishes, the Italian way.

•

Gorgonzola & Walnut – this seriously creamy sauce, offers an intense flavour of P.D.O.
gorgonzola cheese with a light touch of walnut, combining the smooth texture of the gorgonzola
and the crispiness of the walnut pieces

•

Genovese Basil Pesto - for great pesto you need great ingredients and the Genovese Basil
Pesto does not disappoint. The P.D.O. Genovese basil is sourced from the Liguria region where
pesto was first made which gives it its signature, lively flavour

•

Parmigiano Reggiano – to make this tasty sauce, whole wheels of P.D.O Parmigiano
Reggiano - the king of Italian cheese is used. Freshly grated in Rana kitchens; its quality is
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protected by strict standards, giving this sauce its irresistible creaminess and deep, intense
flavour
Perfect for anyone looking for quicker, but better-quality meals that fit in to their busy lifestyle, the twoperson serving sauces bring incredible taste in a convenient ready-made pot.
The sauces can be enjoyed with salads, sandwiches and baked potatoes, simply mixed into a
saucepan of your favourite cooked fresh filled pasta, or used as dipping with pan-fried gnocchi – Buon
appetito!
The recipes are a perfect accompaniment to La Famiglia Rana’s fresh filled pasta, gently coating the
tortelloni to will introduce Brits to complement and accentuate the flavours.
The Gorgonzola and Walnut variant can be purchased from selected Sainsbury’s stores exclusively,
while the Genovese Basil Pesto and Parmigiano Reggiano recipes can be found online at OCADO
from May with prices starting from £2.00.
To find a specific store location visit www.rana.co.uk/store-locator

- ENDS For more information or imagery, please contact La Famiglia Rana Press office on rana@cowpr.com
or call 020 7234 9150
NOTES TO EDITORS
About La Famiglia Rana www.rana.co.uk
As our names suggests, La Famiglia Rana is a family run-and-owned company. We’ve been producing the finest
fresh filled pasta since 1962. From humble beginnings when founder Giovanni Rana hand-made and personally
delivered fresh tortelloni to friends and neighbors in Verona, we’re now a globally recognised brand and we
continue to uphold our same core values: using only the best ingredients and pushing boundaries to create the
tastiest fresh filled pasta
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